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Vocabulary
Unit 1
Follow your dream: be worth it, chat
to sb, encourage, get into, give up on,
incredible, put off, relaxing, scary,
stressful, take pride in, tiring.
Helping others: campaign, care for,
charity, contribute, help out, poverty,
raise money, survey, volunteer.
Adjectives with -able and -ible.
Comfortable, enjoyable, fashionable,
memorable, responsible, sensible,
suitable, understandable.
Clothes and accessories: accessories,
bold, bow, casual, cute, feminine, hair
clip, handbag, hood, necklace, outfit,
pale, sleeve, smart, sticker, strap, wig,
zip.
Compound nouns: bow tie, earring,
raincoat, swimsuit, wedding ring.
Other: bet, break a record, come
across, desperate, disappointing,
disturb, embarrassing, final, hardly,
pretty, put on, saddle, shot, sleep in,
spill, worm. Extra: ahead of, aim,
ambition, be after, could do with, feel
like.

Unit 2
Strong adjectives: amazing, awesome, awful,
brilliant, delicious, disgusting, fantastic,
massive, ridiculous, terrific, terrifying.
Telling stories: go red, hesitate, laugh
nervously, look away guiltily, rub your nose,
speak quickly, sweet, ouch your mouth.
Phrasal verbs: find your way, get your head
around sth, hang around, hang out, have a
head for heights, have to laugh, turn up.
Verbs for describing actions: confirm, crash,
drop, hurry, remain, spot, stare, wave, yell.
Adverbs: anxiously, badly, eventually, finally,
frequently, hopefully, luckily, nervously, noisily,
seriously, suddenly, suspiciously, truthfully,
unfortunately.
Nouns for emotions: excitement, happiness,
panic, pride, sadness, satisfaction, shock,
stress.
Other: attempt, commuter, employee, hesitate,
loads of, pick, represent, tomb, wacky.
Extra: content, discover, delay, destination,
epic, headline, herd, issue, light (news), rush
hour, source, the press, update.

Unit 3
Food and transport: available, beans,
consumer, crop, export, harvest, import,
increase, produce, production, purchase,
season, steak, transport, vegetarian, wheat.
Phrases with make and do: do my bit, do
without, make do with, make sense, make sure.
Phrasal verbs: chop down, clean up, cut down,
die out, get (a message) across, kill off, throw
away.
Environment:
ban,
climate
change,
endangered species, impact, litter, manual
labour,
natural
resources,
packaging,
pesticide, rainfall, rainwater, recycle, solar.
Other: affordable, ban, chop, comment,
conference, courage, generation, gift, ignore,
protest, roots, significant, speech, strike, travel,
unusual, world leader.
Extra: affordable, aggressive, authority,
consume, hands-on experience, intention,
organic.

